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When Angela Merkel will leave power in the next few weeks, the longest term
holder elected leader still in power in the EU will be Victor Orbán. Orbán actually
came to power for the first time in 1998, only to lose the elections 4 year after , and
get definitively the power back in 2010. Born in a protestant family in a Roman
catholic country, Orbán started as one of the NATO best supporters, only to
progressively back down. Yet, while Hungary will probably not leave the EU, its
leader is in a heavy confrontational stance with the governing bodies of the Union.
How have the relations been degrading that much? What choices has Orbán taken
for the future of Hungary?

AN (MOSTLY) IMPECCABLE ECONOMIC POLICY
To understand what is going on in Hungary, we must first understand that Hungary
has been enjoying, since president Orbán’s arrival to power, a significant rise and
economic conditions improvement. President Orbán has done in general a rather
good job with the economy, and it’s one of the main reason he enjoys such a
massive support. Some of that has been done thanks to the EU (the EU grants and
support have been massive in some fields), but it has been mainly by a somewhat
liberal yet supportive economic policies, which have greatly supported the country
growth. Hungary has a below-average tax burden of the EU, with tax revenue in
Hungary standing at 36.5% of GDP in 2019, seven points below EU average – but
more significant is the continuous decrease of the tax burden since Orbán’s
election, starting at over 46% and decreasing ever since. One of the poorest
regions of the Soviet block, it has now among the highest GDP per capita (after
Czechia, Slovakia and the Baltic Countries) among ex-soviet countries. And the
best seems yet to come.
The coming decade will bring “great opportunities” for central Europe, Prime
Minister Viktor Orbán said Wednesday (the 29/09 ) in Usti nad Labem, Czech

Republic, following meetings with his Czech counterpart Andrej Babis. Orbán
stated during a joint press conference with Babis that, although central Europe was
previously believed to be powerless without Western Europe, it is now Western
Europe’s economies that cannot function without center Europe, which is the
“locomotive of the Union”. The region’s political and economic weight will continue
to grow, but only with the continuation of Visegrad cooperation, he stated.
Orbán stated that the Czech Republic is “one step ahead of us” in terms of
eliminating unemployment, adding that Hungary aspires to have a debt rate as low
as its northern neighbor. But even by that standards, Hungary is not in such a
terrible situation: Hungary’s unemployment rate increased to 4.0 percent in
August[1], up 0.1 percentage point from the previous month and 0.2 percentage
point from a year ago, according to figures issued Tuesday by the Central
Statistical Office (KSH). This is, comparing to the western EU nations, incredible.
The National Employment Service (NFSZ) recorded 256,000 registered job
searchers at the end of August, a decrease of 25.8 percent from a year earlier.
Additionally, the average wage in Hungary is expected to reach EUR 1,415 by next
year (in Gross average monthly salaries terms ), which while being still very low
compared to other EU countries, marks a net progress in a post pandemic
economic .

A COUNTRY LOOKING AT ITS OWN BORDER TO
START WITH
At the same conference, Orbán stated that his visit today was focused at bolstering
the Visegrád Four’s Czech-Hungarian axis of cooperation, noting that the V4
cannot function without the Czech Republic’s commitment to the group. “The
Visegrád Group need the Czech Republic’s strength and political influence,” Orbán
stated. Many of them will travel through the Balkans and Hungary, he said, adding
that Hungary will continue to protect its own borders in the same way that Europe
would. Hungary is prepared to work in the future in close, amicable cooperation
with Andrej Babis’s government based on mutual respect, Orbán stated. In
general, as we already highlighted in our multiple papers about the Three Seas
Initiative, the Central European block is developing together. Orbán stated that
economic cooperation between the Czech Republic and Hungary had reached
unprecedented heights.
This is mostly true, both with Czech Republic and the Visegrad Group in general,
as the volume of bilateral commerce increased by 26% this year, and Hungary now
has 330 Czech enterprises as foreign investors, employing several thousand
people, he said, adding that Hungary aims to expand collaboration in the
telecommunications, agricultural, energy, and defense sectors. The latest example
of this general cooperation can be found 2 days after the summit in Czechia.

SkyModra Aero Vodochody, a Czech maker of light combat and training aircraft,
has been acquired by HSC Aerojet, a joint venture between Hungarian investor
Kristóf Szalay-Bobrovniczky and Czech corporation Omnipol, according to the
website of local business daily E15. HSC Aerojet acquired 100% of Aero
Vodochody, which comprises the Vodochody airport, pursuant to a July deal. Dieter
John, the former CEO of Vodochody, has been replaced by Viktor Sotona, the CEO
of Omnipol group member ERA, which manufactures surveillance and
reconnaissance technology. “Aero will continue to invest in all three pillars of its
business: aircraft development and manufacturing, aircraft repair and
maintenance, and the aerostructures program,” Sotona stated. When Aero
Vodochody was privatized in 2007, the Penta Group acquired it.

RISING CONFLITS WITH THE WESTERN EU
Always at in Usti nad Labem, Orbán also called out the EU. “We, central
Europeans, are destined for prosperity and will flourish if given the opportunity. We
are not seeking further assistance, but rather equitable treatment,” he stated.” It is,
however, unjust that eight member states have not yet received access to the EU’s
post-pandemic rehabilitation budget”, Orbán stated. “This is not a problem of
money, but of an inability to compete on equal terms,” he explained. The European
Commission makes a distinction between member states, and those who get
support eventually fall behind in competition, Orbán stated. If the EU ensures
equitable treatment, refrains from abusing its powers, and acts responsibly, central
Europe’s success story will continue, he continued. “We are engaged in three key
conflicts with Brussels,” Orbán are incapable or unwilling to secure their borders
and allow migrants to enter freely. “All countries should protect their borders and
should seek assistance if they are unable to do so,” he said.
But is Orbán’s vision truth or propaganda? It is for sure a major element of the
government communication. Hard to tell – and we won’t take any position -, but for
sure not all governments inside the EU support the Hungarian model.
Conflict has been increasing for the last 5 years. During the last EU Commission
selection, the previous minister of Justice, László Trócsányi , was probably refused
as an EU commissioner because of his loyalty to Orbán. While the relations
between Hungary and the others Europeans country has never been idyllic, the
tension suddenly exploded in June of this year. Hungary’s parliament passed a law
banning gay people from featuring in school educational materials or TV shows for
under-18s, as Viktor Orbán’s ruling party intensified its campaign . The measures
have been likened by critics to Russia’s 2013 law against “gay propaganda” .
Reactions were almost immediate. The Netherlands’ Prime Minister Mark Rutte
stated that Hungary must either “leave” the EU or remove the law that prohibits
under-18s from watching television programmes and other content that promotes

LGBT lifestyles. Luxembourg’s prime minister, Xavier Bettel, said he would face
Mr Orbán, whose “autocratic” (sic) reign has sparked EU concerns about
Hungary’s rule of law, and he would he would be ‘intolerant in the presence of
intolerant individuals.’ ( The Telegraph) Mr Bettel also stated. “If he truly believes
that watching a video or speaking about sexual orientation in a classroom
automatically makes you gay, he truly does not comprehend anything.[…]
Accepting myself as gay was the most hardest part… To be told today that it’s
because I saw something on television when I was younger is intolerable. And it is
also immoral to conflate paedophilia and pornography with homosexuality “,
The Hungarian bill “contradicts our ideals and what Europe is,” French President
Emmanuel Macron said, urging other EU members to show “no softness” in
opposing Mr. Orbán. Ursula Van Der Leyen, EU Commission Head, called the law
a “utter disgrace”. EU NGO groups such as Liberties have been publicly opposing
the law.
Several Eastern European governments (10 out of the 27 members of the EU), on
the other hand, refused to join the condemnation .
Last July the 15th, the European Commission filed a lawsuit against Hungary for
policies it claimed discriminated against LGBT individuals, escalating a clash of
values with Prime Minister Viktor Orbán that threatens to jeopardize Budapest’s
EU financing. The infringement actions are the latest action in a cultural conflict
between Brussels and some of the EU’s newest members in Eastern Europe over
a range of fundamental concerns, including the rule of law and press freedom.
Infringement proceedings initiated legal proceedings to compel member states to
comply with EU law. Hungary had months to answer; if they did not, the
Commission could have refer them to the European Court of Justice. Yet, Orbán
answered exactly one week later, July the 21th, by indicting a referendum on the
exact same issues.
Judith Varga, the new minister of Justice also in charge of EU affairs, clearly
criticized the tools used by the EU to remove the aforementioned law. The arrival
of the EU Parliament team to investigate the existence of LGBT rights violation ,
headed by the Dutch MEP Judith Sargentini, has prompted another comment by
the young Hungarian minister. “[they] arrived in Hungary on Thursday morning with
a verdict prepared in advance,” Justice Minister Judit Varga said “Be under no
illusion: an election campaign is under way also in Brussels in connection with the
2022 Hungarian parliamentary election with the aim to help the [Hungarian]
opposition,” The European Parliament, she continued, is one of the EU’s
institutions that lacks authority over a sovereign state.
Without much doubt, there won’t be any future friendship between the EU and
Hungary. And Orbán will, without much doubt, largely win the next elections in
2022. All other parties, from the ex-Nazi Jobbik to the Socialist party of Hungary,

have formed a joint list, dubbed in the Hungarian medias as the “megalist”. While
this list, at the start, seemed t able to compete with the Fidesz, later polls have
shown a clear lead of the Fidesz. Even more, all commentators expect a decline
in this joint list when the official leader will be chosen next October. According to a
confidential document Blue Europe has obtained, the poll institute Nézőpont
currently estimates there is a major electorate departure of right wing electorate
from the Jobbik to the newly constitute Mi Hazank. Mi Hazánk Mozgalom has been
formed by Jobbik activists that refused to join the “megalist” movement. Long story
short, Orbán will almost certainly win the election.

ORBÁN, AN UNEXPECTED FRIEND OF CHINA
But Orbán and the Hungarian government is very well aware that the (future) lack
of EU support is extremely problematic for his country’s development. EU funds do
fund the Hungarian economy, and without them the country growth would be, at
least partially, hampered. Orbán has chosen a long time ago, another possible ally,
China.
The Hungarian government’s unwavering support for Beijing extends all the way
back to 2010, when the Fidesz party reclaimed power following two terms in
opposition. Hungary hosted a series of high-profile meetings with China, signed
cooperation agreements, and attracted Chinese investment long before concerns
about Chinese influence were on anyone’s radar in Washington or Brussels.
Huawei stated in June 2011 that it would create its European logistics center in
Hungary – which it has since. Additionally, the Chinese corporation acquired
Borsodchem, a significant Hungarian chemicals maker, in a $1.66 billion deal.
Hungary was the first European country to sign a memorandum of understanding
on China’s Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) in 2015, setting the bar high. Later, Orbán
referred to Hungary as a “pillar” of the BRI. To date, the Initiative’s most visible
incarnation has been the Chinese-funded construction of a new railway connection
between Budapest and Belgrade, ostentatiously constructed to improve
connectivity between Greek ports bringing in Chinese commodities and European
markets. The contract, valued at $1.9 billion, is kept secret in its terms.
However, there has always been another issue with Orbán’s recurrent huge bets
on increasing Hungary’s ties with China: For a long period of time, the cooperation
failed to produce any significant result, as noted by Dalibor Rohac of the American
Enterprise Institute. China contributed for just 1.5% of Hungary’s exports in 2019,
or $1.79 billion. Similarly, investment flows ($194 million from China and $426
million from Hong Kong in 2019) were a drop in the bucket compared to other Asian
nations such as Japan ($1.5 billion), Korea ($3.3 billion), and Singapore ($557
million). Despite the pandemic, officials in Hungary predicted that 2020 would be
different, with a record number of new investment projects establishing China as

the country’s largest foreign investor. Nothing similar happened according to
preliminary results.
Nonetheless, overpromising and underdelivering is a well-established trend for
Chinese economic outreach in Central Europe, most notably in the Czech
Republic, where the now-defunct CEFC investment group established
relationships with senior political leaders, including President Milo Zeman. As the
economic gains dwindled, Czech critics of China were able to speak out more
forcefully, culminating in Speaker of the Senate Milo Vystril’s formal visit to Taiwan.
By comparison, despite the limited benefits of Hungary’s connection with China to
date, Orbán has acted as the RPC’s most consistent European partner. “It is an
understatement to say that the relationship between China and Hungary is at its
peak,” Foreign Minister Péter Szjjártó stated in 2019. “It has always been good,
but now it is at its best.”

A VERY SUPPORTIVE PARTNER ?
Hungary has consistently rejected EU measures and comments aiming to
condemn China actions over the years—in 2016 on the South China Sea, in 2017
on detained Chinese attorneys’ abuse, and in 2018 on human rights. While the EU
has been able to implement a sanctions framework in response to human rights
violations in Xinjiang, it was with great difficulty. Hungary has vetoed not only a
statement on Hong Kong from EU foreign policy boss Josep Borrell, but also a
move by the EU’s foreign policy arm to bolster up a package on Hong Kong.
Additionally, it obstructed a cohesive approach on Israeli-Palestinian military
clashes last month.
Orbán derided such initiatives as “politically insignificant and foolish,” :heHe
chastised what he referred to as the “statement-generating foreign policy
bureaucrats” in Brussels, adding: “If it [a draft declaration on Hong Kong] is
submitted another hundred times, the same outcome will occur a hundred times.”
Budapest has emerged as the country standing in the way of the EU taking action
— or even issuing a statement — in response to Beijing’s widespread crackdown
on Hong Kong’s pro-democracy movement. For Germany, Orbán’s defiance
means that the EU’s entire foreign policy decision-making process must be altered
away from unanimity in favor of qualified majority voting among the 27 member
countries. This will of course not happen, as most countries fear the German
imperialistic resurgence. Orbán is impervious to EU colleagues’ pressure and has
ratcheted up his rhetoric on how other European countries are being “frivolous” in
criticizing Beijing on human rights. The website of the Hungarian government
expressed that it wasleading the charge against the “re-emergence of Cold War

ideas and culture in global politics” and dubbed EU foreign policy a “laughing
stock.”
The Hungarian government is certain to face increased scrutiny under the Biden
administration. Not only does China remain the focal point of US foreign policy, but
unlike during the Trump administration, the current president is vocal about the
importance of the rule of law, democracy, and human rights in America’s
engagement with its allies. However, the extent to which Biden’s America has the
leverage necessary to halt and reverse Hungary’s increasing Sinicization is an
unanswered question, and a question left to answer

THE HUNGARIAN RAIL IN THE SILK
ROAD INITIATIVE
On a more immediate level, China views Hungary as fertile ground for its divideand-rule strategy and has initiated a slew of cooperative projects. And one of the
most obvious Chinese implication in the Hungarian rail development can be found
in Hungarian railways.

It is first important to point out that, unlike what some ungenuine critics are saying,
Orbán is not the puppet of China (or Russia, or the US, or any other country). For
Orbán, international politics is the continuation of internal politics, and both are

usually aligned in a harmonised solution. One example of such continuity is the
railroad system, which Hungary has kept upgrading and renewing for the best part
of the last 10 years.
The government has allocated 30 billion forints (EUR 85.6 million) to boost railway
cargo transport, the ministry of research and technology announced on September
10. According to the statement, single wagon delivery, in which smaller amounts
of product from multiple facilities are organized into shipments according to their
destination, is employed by over 700 businesses in Hungary, including those in
critical industries such as medicine, energy, and forestry. In fact, around one-fifth
of commodities transported by railway in Hungary are conveyed in single wagon
shipments. As a statement from Péter Szijjártó (Hugarian Foreign Minister)
suggests, the government’s assistance for the industry, which is now losing market
share, would save thousands of jobs and ensure that around 10-12 million tons of
goods are transported in an environmentally sustainable manner. Government
grants would reach 3.7 billion forints this year and 6.4 billion yearly through 2025,
the ministry said.
The railway transit of Chinese commodities presents economic potential for the
Hungarian railway system. Hungary has already begun refurbishing the BudapestBelgrade train route in preparation for the transfer of Chinese goods from Greek
ports to Europe via Hungary. While that project is expected to be completed by
2025, Hungarian Foreign Minister Péter Szijjártó said that it would also be “critical”
to “route railway cargo traffic from China to the European Union via Hungary,”
thereby “monetising” the country’s geographic location. Such traffic will necessitate
additional infrastructure development in the country’s northeast, including the
intermodal center currently under construction in Fényeslitke.
“Another intermodal center, planned for the country’s west coast, would be critical
for exports to reach sea ports quickly,” Szijjarto also expressed his support for the
construction of a container terminal in Zalaegerszeg, southwest Hungary, stating
the facility will attract additional investment. 85.6 million euros to help the railway
cargo trade in Hungary Simultaneously, Szijjártó stated that Central Europe was at
a competitive disadvantage due to the region’s absence of high-speed train
connections. Regional cooperation is now concentrating on the construction of
railway lines connecting Slovakia, the Czech Republic, Hungary, and Poland, he
explained. Szijjártó lauded railway cargo transit for its resilience during the
coronavirus outbreak. This underscores the critical nature of Hungary capturing a
piece of the expanding traffic, he said.
But Chinese help is not limited to rail freight. Last week Hungary’s
government Railways officially presented a Poland-Slovakia-Czechia-Hungary’s
integration into a European high-speed railway network. Confirmed by the
government of Visegrad Group countries three years ago, the Budapest-Warsaw

high speed railway plans to connect the Hungarian and Polish capitals in less than
five hours (compared to more than ten hours today) with trains traveling at a speed
of up to 320 km/h and stopping through the cities of Gyor, Bratislava, Brno, Ostrava
and Katowice. This will be “the grandest railway project of our lives, “Hungarian
State Secretary László Mosoczi said during an online conference on the BudapestWarsaw railway construction project, which will connect the Visegrad nations and
Austria. He emphasized that the project will ensure the long-term viability of
Hungarian railways. Hungary has invested more than 2,000 billion forints (EUR 5.6
billion) in domestic railway development over the last 15 years, and Mosoczi said
the government might spend “many times as much” in the future to boost the
railway’s competitiveness. Nobody really knows how the Hungarian government
managed to built up the credit.
The Hungary-Czechia-Poland railway will also have a counterpart, the Chinesefunded Budapest-Belgrad line. And we know who is paying for this project: China,
with a loan to the Hungarian Rails, funding 85% of the costs. The plans to build a
high-speed railway connecting Belgrade and Budapest were initially revealed in
2013, and the following year, all three countries signed a Memorandum of
Understanding .
The details were finalized in 2015 and included the construction of 350 kilometers
of railway, roughly half of which would be on EU territory, to connect the BudapestBelgrade line to China’s Belt and Road Initiative and infrastructure networks across
the European-Asian continent. The line, which is primarily intended for cargo
transit, would transport products arriving at the Chinese-owned Greek port of
Piraeus in Athens.
An expert in Hungarian Foreign relations, Péter Goreczky, delivered an interview
at Euractive about the importance of this rail for both China and Hungary :
“From Hungary’s perspective, the government has been putting a lot of effort in
building relations with China in the last five or six years. In the official government
communication, China has been always reflected in a very positive view. And now
there is a need for a concrete success story to show that relations with China are
improving quickly. This Budapest-Belgrade line has to some extent become a
flagship project of the government.”

CHINESE COVID VACCINES IN HUNGARY, A
CONUNDRUM FOR EU REGULATORS
Railway is one of the major lines of convergence between Hungary and China, but
Vaccines for Covid is another. Dissatisfaction with the AstraZeneca vaccination
prompted Hungary’s drug regulator to approve an emergency COVID-19 vaccine

from China’s Sinopharm. Hungary’s move came as logistical challenges
associated with shipping and storing the AstraZeneca-Oxford vaccine have
resulted in a far slower than anticipated rollout across Europe. Europe anticipated
that 100 million doses of the vaccine would be available during the first quarter
2021, but AstraZeneca was not even able to provide half of that.
Hungary was an early vaccination leader in the European Union, due largely to its
procurement of jabs from eastern countries like Russia and China, on top of
vaccines received through the EU.It was the first country in the 27-member bloc to
approve Russia’s Sputnik V vaccine, and is the only one to deploy China’s
Sinopharm. More than 5.1 million doses of the jab have been distributed to
Hungary, of which it has administered more than 2 million, according to the
European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control.
Orbán has expressed frustration with Brussels’ leadership over the vaccine rollout.
“We have several million Chinese vaccines on hand that we may receive tomorrow
morning or within a few days,” Orbán stated last year, a few weeks before signing
the contract. At the end, Sinopharma cost (30 euros, with only one shot needed)
was similar to Pfizer (19,50 euros per dose, with 2 doses needed) and 21,50 euros
for Moderna (two doses as well).

A MAJOR DEFEAT OVER FUDAN
ANTENNA CONSTRUCTION
The latest convergence between China and Hungary, a move by Shanghai’s
Fudan University to establish a Hungarian campus in Budapest, were strongly
opposed by the country Socialist opposition. The project’s cost of $1.8 billion,
financed mostly by a Chinese loan, exceeded the country’s entire budget for higher
education. The symbolism was strong, particularly in light of George Soros’s
Central European University ejection in 2019. It is important to note however that
the Fudan university a major worldwide university, ranking 34th in the QS 2020
ranking, way above the first ranked Hungarian University, University of Szeged
(according to the QS ranking). The move was of course part of the general plan by
the Fidesz government to increase competences and techniques in Hungarian
universities (see the paper we wrote last January about the 10 years effect of such
policy).

The public is very skeptical of such antenna. Only 20% of respondents to a poll
supported the Fudan enterprise. The municipal council in Budapest clearly
opposed the measure by renaming adjacent roadways “Free Hong Kong Road,”
“Dalai Lama Street,” and “Uyghur Martyrs’ Road.” Following widespread
demonstrations in early June, the proposal was shelved—or, more precisely,
Orbán announced the holding of a vote on the matter.
Since June 15th, when legislation establishing the institution was passed, no work
on the site appears to have been completed. Both the university’s trust fund and
project company have not been established as of yet. As seen by earlier this year’s
demonstrations and campaigns, a sizable number of individuals are opposed to
the notion of a Chinese institution in Budapest. In early June, nearly ten thousand
individuals demonstrated against the campus’s construction. Budapest also
renamed a number of streets in protest against the project, notably the now-famous
“Free Hong Kong Road.” It is unknown whether this has anything to do with the
project’s seeming complete halt and the bureaucracy that surrounds it. A large part
of why people were so opposed to the otherwise excellent institution was that it
was due to be built on land earmarked for a dormitory project called the “student
town,” which is intended to house a large number of college students in Budapest.
While the campus would occupy a sizable portion of said landmass, sufficient room
would remain for the construction of the student village. Similarly contentious was
the decision to proceed with the “lex Fudan” legislation despite opposition against
it. Building expenses, were anticipated to be close to 1.3 billion euros. Additionally,
the aforementioned legislation provides for the university’s yet-to-be-established
foundation receiving free state-owned real estate in the area.

Last month (August the 31th) , the Orbán government suffered a major defeat. The
construction of Fudan University’s antenna in Budapest has been halted by
Hungary Socialists, who have succeeded in their efforts to block the project. The
National Election Committee (NVB) certified two of Budapest Mayor Gergely
Karácsony’s five referendum issues on Monday. If the opposition collects enough
signatures, a referendum on the topic of preventing property transfers to China’s
Fudan University and prolonging the eligibility period for unemployment benefits
could be held.
According to the Czech Sinophone Borderlands poll conducted in fall 2020, the
Hungarian population has drastically different views of China than the government
does. Overall, nearly half of Hungarian respondents had a poor or extremely bad
opinion of China, while only roughly a quarter had a favourable or extremely
positive opinion. This means that Hungarians were more critical of China than
Poles, Slovaks, Italians, or Spaniards — and similar to Germans and French.
1. The Hungarian definition of unemployment is extremely extensive, as the rate
indicates unemployment among people aged 15 to 74, and includes peoples that
have a part time job but are looking for more. ↑

